TO: DISTRIBUTION
FROM: JOHN GINTELL
DATE: MARCH 26, 1973
SUBJECT: USE OF THE 6180 DEVELOPMENT MACHINE

The 6180 Development machine will be available on a scheduled basis. In order to use the machine you must sign up for it. To make effective scheduling possible, please sign up for it as far in advance as possible. Normal mode is to sign up by 3:00 P.M. on the preceding day. The sign-up sheet will be maintained by Operations who may be reached at HIS 285 or MIT 37739.

All use of the Development machine should be recorded in the log that is maintained at the Development machine console. Because Honeywell is required to pay for all Development machine time expended for software development purposes but is not required to pay for setup time, time during which the Hardware was down but an attempt was made to use it, or time spent finding or fixing hardware problems, it is absolutely necessary that the log entries be accurate and contain notations as to what did or did not happen.

The scheduled hours of availability which is expected to go into effect at the commencement of Trial Service is 8-10 A.M., 6-8 P.M., and Midnight to 6 A.M. on weekdays; and any weekend time excluding peak periods.